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This is quite literally the best game i have ever played in my life. i ♥♥♥♥ing ♥♥♥♥ed that spo0ok up beyond repair. he will
think twice before spooking me. also the english was poetic and 100% grammatically correct. i wish i could play this game for
the rest of my life.. 8\/10

Great game. The only thing that lets it down sometimes is the level design. It aint fun to trawl through the same levels looking
for things to progress with. Sometimes the game is a little unfair in the way it hides passwords and keys etc.

Earlier: I have only just started this, and I will update my review at the end, but I have to say that this is an exceptionally good
game. All of the negative reviews here don't make any sense!

Re: The bow and arrow not performing like in other games (?!?!?) of course it doesn't, it's a sci-fi bow and arrow. Do you want
everything to be the same in every game you play??!?!

Re: Controls. They are brilliant. I haven't come across a VR control system that operates so well (?!?!).

I can only think that the people who are writing negative reviews for this and other VR games (they're the same people) are
operating with an agenda. Try it for yourself.. First review ever:

 Recommendated, but only if you want minimumal content and no Dev. communication or updates.

Minigolf Mania has the best `feel' of any minigolf game on Steam. It's very simple, and the TALENTED Devs do a great job in
making the game play and feel easy to pick up and enjoy. These guys know how to make a quality simple game.

Sadly just like No Man Sky, these developers have zero communication with the buyers of this game. They promise upgardes
soon, and never deliver. Seems like they simply: do... not... care. A hole\/level creator could give the community a great tool to
expand this game (and have others to increase sales), but it has never been released.

No multiplayer, but co-op. and the worst thing: JUST NINE HOLES!

To sum-up. Fantastic potential, zero updates for almost half a year. NO COMMUNICATION. Many buyers of this game feel
slighted as well as believe that this has been bandoned. I hope not!

PS: So if 3 dollars is okay for 9 holes, I reccomend it, but just nine holes... I am going to say- No. Sorry, cause the engine and
working of MiniGolf Mania are wonderful!. A great little physics based time waster - kind of in the same stress levels of the zup
series in that you might actually have to think for some levels but 99% of them should be quite easy - relaxing and fun to play - I
like that the dev has not cheapened th product by turning it into an achi clicker though - there are some achis and you do have to
perform certain things within the game on different levels to get them but easily attainable.. Best pester ever. For just $2 this
game is well worth it. It's not too hard of a game and not a bad puzzle game. Just make sure you play it with a timer otherwise
you won't get too much challenge out of it. Took 7 hours to complete Story and Arcade mode but kept me entertained.

Will definatly buy part 2 and 3 when they are even cheaper on special like this one was. Enjoyed the game.... 1\/15\/19 I have
just installed the game, so I can't comment about the gameplay or story much, but I think somethings would be good for
improvements. The mouse sensitivity is too high for me, and as there is no slider or adjustment system, I can't fix this. The
game looks interesting, and I will likely add more to this review as I get farther in the game.. The series kind of lost its way in
subsequent sequels, but the original still stands the test of time.
MAXIMUM STRENGTH.. At long last, Reimu can fulfill her dream of enslaving Yukari
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I only did a quick playthrough of the first scene just to see if this was worth it or not and it is worth it for its price. I freaking
love the dragon's voice, attitude and narrating. Not so much towards the humans, not because they suck, I just want to slash and
burn them up instead of seeing them talk. XD

Cyril gets all the attention not you human peasents!

The controls are easy for me to use to where i don't need a controller, combat is good and plenty of health as well to where I
never died once. Roaming around is very nice because of the fact you can wall jump endlessly while flying towards a mountain
to get a dragon's eye view (not bird's eye view) of everything if you are lost on where to go next or if you just missed that one
thing to kill or destroy. The story is nice to watch when cutscenes occur. On an unrelated note, Cyril is one handsome and
overconfident dragon, I love that about him.

Last thing to mention, the world map. I like how it says that this is how the world map looks.... at least according to Cyril.
Makes sense, he can fly and know the world map better than we ever could since we can't fly. :P

The only weird thing about the game I have seen was when the peasents die they say "bye bye" that just feels weird hearing
that... that's the only thing should change from the current stuff I have seen so far.

As for adding stuff though, I saw from Desolater IV's review (the most helpful one currently) a good suggestion to add in
experience points for killing things or some sort of reward. I hope that happens. Some sort of level up system would make it
more addicting to go back and replay levels.. Edit 07\/07\/2015
Just finished the storyline and the game definitely left me wanting more. The devs are also very responsive, I encountered a bug
and it was patched immediately. Another patch dropped today so it is obvious the devs are looking to support this game. Very
pleased and looking forward for a continuation of the storyline!

Original Review
This game is an amazing accomplishment because it does something that a lot of these new space fighter games have not done,
remind me of the old days. The flight mechanics are straight old school. Many have complained about the lack of strafe but old
school games like Wing Commander did not have strafe. Slide however works exactly like it did in Wing Commander 3.

I do have two complaints and please note I have not yet finished the game. The ships, while controlling great, do not feel to have
much speed. There are afterburners but they are used up quick, which I do not mind. I just wish there top speed of the craft was
higher. My second complaint is that I have only been allowed to pilot two different fighters. Again I have yet to finish the story
line so maybe I will get additional starfighters as the game progresses.

If you are a fan of old school starfighters I highly recommend this purchase.. This game is genuinly fun lol. Its starting to get
laggy tho when you are in the large map and in late game. Anyhoo, probably its my own PC that's causing the laggy issues,
otherwise its a solid 8\/10 from me. lol defo get it if you like 4x games.. played this game and i found god. great game. burned
many hours with it
. Awesome costumes!
some of them even better than the original ones!. Having spawned on the Xbox 360 some years ago gararge based indie
developer POMPOM brings the colorful psychedelic and challenging twin stick shooter Mutant Storm Reloaded to the PC,
Having difficulties mirroring martial arts belts from white to black this shooter is a terror at higher difficulty settings. Featuring
89 levels and two modes; Adventure and Tally. There's plenty of content and challenge that makes MSR a bargain for the
introductory price and a must own for fans of a games like Robotron and Geometry Wars.. Overall, it would be easy to use if it
weren't so buggy. Design choices are very limited, and there hasn't been an update since it was released.. BAD GAME COPY
PASTA. ITS GREAT IF YOU WANT TO BUILD AND NOT HAVE WIPED VERY COOL AND REALISTIC.. WORTH IT
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